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ABSTRACT 

Previous centuries of European colonization experienced by nations located in the 

Global South have influenced a desire among modern-day customers to purchase cosmetic 

products that promise a lighter skin complexion. Earlier scholarship focused on this sector 

of the beauty industry from an economic perspective, but contemporary research has 

shifted towards analyzing the advertising materials to understand how customers are 

persuaded to invest in these goods. This study provides further information through a 

content and rhetorical analysis of thirty-eight advertisements that were originally posted 

on Gluta-C’s Instagram between November 2013 and April 2016. The frequencies of 

particular word choice from the posts’ taglines are considered along with their positive and 

negative connotations. These English-language artifacts were also classified based on the 

artistic proofs of ethos, pathos, and logos from Neo-Aristotelian criticism. This 

deconstruction reveals that Gluta-C strengthens its reputation by explicitly outlining the 

ingredients of its skin-whitening creams while reassuring its safety from potential side 

effects and emphasizing its outstanding abilities compared to competitors. Emotional 

appeals were primarily utilized to create associations with wintertime holidays, highlight 

the undesirable appearances of customers before using the products, and describe their 

perfect lifestyles after consumption. Logical reasoning was used to present a solution to 

buyers’ skin problems, offer convenience to their beauty routines, and explain the 

additional benefits of using these skin-lightening lotions.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In June 2020, Lora Jones reported for BBC that Unilever, a global consumer 

goods company from the United Kingdom, would rename its “Fair and Lovely” skin-

lightening creams to “Glow and Lovely” (see Figure 1) (Jones, paras. 1). Sunny Jain, the 

President of Beauty and Personal Care of Unilever, explained in an official statement that 

the rebranding was decided because “the use of the words 'fair', 'white' and 'light' suggest 

a singular ideal of beauty that we don't think is right..” (Jones, para. 7). Nonetheless, 

activists have organized petitions with thousands of signatures, urging the multinational 

company to pull these cosmetics from stores, following in the footsteps of Johnson & 

Johnson’s commitment to discontinue its own version of the same products (Jones, para. 

16). BBC’s Jones attributed this controversy to the increased traction of anti-racism 

movements that were initially prompted by the death of George Floyd in police custody 

during the summer of 2020 (para. 11). Many advocates, such as Poorna Bell, have 

responded by saying that Unilever’s decision is “hugely disappointing” because “it 

doesn’t do enough to make reparations for the untold mental and emotional damage 

done” to buyers of darker complexions while continuing to reinforce the same prejudiced 

ideas under different words (Jones, paras. 13-15). As of March 2022, “Glow and Lovely” 

skin-lightening creams are still being sold in Asian pharmacies and online retailers 

(DistaCart, n.d.). 
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Figure 1: Unilever’s Banner Announcing the Rebranding of “Fair and Lovely” 

Skin-Lightening Creams  

Economic Success 

By efficiently appealing to millions of customers who have invested billions of 

American dollars into various products, the beauty industries throughout the Asian 

continent have continuously increased their financial prosperity. For example, Taiwan’s 

collective purchases were predicted to accumulate nineteen billion dollars by 2018 (Chen 

et al, p.129). This lucrative success does not exclude the Philippines, an archipelago 

located near the Equator with over 105 million residents, where researchers such as 

Mendoza (2014) have deduced that half of female patrons use the same kinds of 

cosmetics that are being marketed by Unilever (p. 220). Reyes (2020) explained the 

growth of this industry in the Philippines with the presidential administration of Corazon 

Aquino, which immediately followed the People Power Revolution that deposed 

Ferdinand Marcos’s regime. The island nation’s economic confidence was restored by 

decreasing American military presence while building enormous shopping malls where 

the public could access this and other merchandise (p. 663).  
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Consumer Populations 

As seen in Figure 1, these beauty products are typically marketed through young 

female models who represent the targeted clientele. Lasco and Hardon (2020) 

contradicted this strategic assumption by establishing that the use of these cosmetics is 

not a gendered experience. The authors cited how 25.4% of male undergraduates in the 

Philippines named themselves as active consumers. With their population sample 

working in a variety of careers such as call center agents to construction workers, this 

consumer behavior does not appear to have a higher frequency among specific 

professions (p. 839). Peltzer et al. (2016) conducted a similar study with a similar age 

range of over 19,000 university students, but considered the perspectives of respondents 

who originated from the Philippines and 25 other countries. The data revealed that male 

consumers with a prior history of sexual abuse and inconsistent safe sexual practices 

were associated with a higher frequency of skin-lightening. The same factors applied to 

female participants along with inadequate physical activity and depressive symptoms 

(Peltzer et al. 2016, p. 167). This newer research contrasted a previous investigation that 

concluded that “strong intrinsic values” influenced by religion and education would deter 

people from bleaching their complexions (Peltzer et al. 2016, p. 170).  

Peltzer et al. (2016) notes that social studies and humanities students were less 

likely to buy fairness products than women majoring in health-related fields, possibly due 

to their frequent encounters with “the mass marketing of contemporary images of white 

beauty” (p. 170). Peltzer and Pengpid (2017) conducted a survey with undergraduates 

from other Southeast Asian countries, deducing that being a younger age, having an 

affluent family, and not engaging in alcohol abuse or pathological Internet use was 
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associated with minimal use of skin whitening (p. 280). All Filipino citizens, who 

identify with the lower economic classes, maintain access to these cosmetic goods (such 

as papaya soap) since the price equivalents are $1.52 USD at local pharmacies (Castillan, 

2020, para. 5). All of these buyers, along with others across the Asian continent, 

constitute 50 percent of all international sales for skin-lightening commodities (Lasco & 

Hardon, 2020, p.838).  

 
Colonial Mentality 

Scholars have credited the widespread consumption of this merchandise to the 

colonial histories of the Global South. After discovering the Philippines from Ferdinand 

Magellen’s voyage in 1521, Spain imperialized the Philippines in 1565 until the 

Revolution of 1896. Through the agreements outlined in the Treaty of Paris, the 

archipelago was ultimately ceded to the United States, which designed an accessible 

education system and updated the structures for local governments. The island nation 

gained its independence from American rule following the Second World War (Schirmer 

& Shalom, 1987, p. 1). In contemporary times, academics have outlined how Western 

colonization takes place in different stages; after the foreigners have invaded a separate 

location with the purpose of exploiting the natives and their natural resources, a society is 

established that intentionally recognizes the differences between the two cultures. The 

indigenous populations are then perceived as wild savage peoples that the colonizers had 

“to police and tame,” rationalizing a prejudiced racial system that exploits the original 

populace to benefit the imperialists (David & Okazaki, 2006, p. 3). Due to these centuries 

of ubiquitous oppression, people living in the Global South are believed to experience a 

psychological construct known as colonial mentality even after their governments have 
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achieved independence from European and American control. Scholars describe this 

phenomenon as the tendency to “highly value the dominant culture” while seeing “their 

[native] racial identity as a stigma or curse” (David & Okazaki, 2006, p. 3). Dark skin is 

typically correlated to these subjugated communities, since Western conquerors used 

these physical features to differentiate themselves and reinforce their own elitism. At the 

same time, Hardon (2021) notes that pre-colonial texts feature representations of pale 

women who belonged to chiefdoms and maintained this appearance because they could 

avoid participating in the agricultural labor of a country’s tropical climate. These authors 

argue that European and American imperialists reinforced this pre-existing hierarchy 

(Hardon, 2021, p. 146). An illustration from the Boxer Codex, a Spanish manuscript from 

the late sixteenth century, supports this argument by depicting a light-skinned couple 

from the Philippines in Figure 2.  

 
 

Figure 2: Illustration of Tagalogs from Luzon in Boxer Codex 
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Scientific Concerns  
 

While scholarship focuses on the historical and psychological motivations behind 

this beauty routine, the physical side effects of skin-whitening practices on consumers 

has remained a concern for the scientific community. Some of these lotions are produced 

with mercury to reduce the higher concentrations of melanin that are found in people with 

darker complexion by competing “with copper in the action of the enzyme tyrosinase” 

(Agrawala, 2015, p. 173). Researchers have documented that short-term exposure to 

these cosmetics may cause nausea, coughing, shortness of breath, and sore throats while 

long-term consumption can result in tremors, anxiety, and loss of appetite. Medical 

professionals have observed damage to a customer’s vision and hearing capabilities as 

well. An accumulation of mercury in the kidneys is believed to lead to higher risks of 

complications such as “acute tubular necrosis, chronic renal disease, renal cancer, and 

nephrotic syndrome” (Agrawala, 2015, p. 173). Hardon (2021) explained that another 

concerning ingredient is hydroquinone, which can negatively affect pregnant women as 

an exfoliant and paradoxically lead to skin darkening (p. 146). While the government of 

the Philippines has recognized these health risks and attempted to place regulations on 

these cosmetics, officials have had difficulty in maintaining control against the efforts of 

various interest groups (Mendoza, 2014, p. 220). 

 While considering the importance of these background details with the 

consumption of skin-lightening products among young women in the Philippines, this 

thesis aims to deconstruct its advertising language through the use of established theories 

and precedented methodologies such as content and rhetorical analyses. This academic 

study attempts to answer research questions that surround the repetition of certain 
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keywords and the implications of persuasive appeals that involve a company’s reputation 

along with the emotions and logical reasoning of its customers.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Filipino citizens, who constitute the second-largest community among Asian 

ethnicities migrating to the United States have been considered to be one of the most 

overlooked subjects within media scholarship. Before conducting their own academic 

study that focuses on this population, David and Okazaki (2006) noted that a search of 

the American Psychological Association’s PsychINFO database revealed that 90 

published articles involved Filipino Americans in comparison to the 675 resources for 

Chinese Americans, 366 for Japanese Americans, and 282 for Korean Americans (p. 5-6). 

This lack of scholarly attention has been observed towards the skin-lightening industry of 

the Southeast Asian archipelago until recent years, despite maintaining itself as a 

profitable industry for decades. The multistage probability sample of Mendoza (2014) 

with clientele from Quezon City and Manila does not analyze the rhetoric of 

advertisements for skin-whitening lotions, but implies a widespread level of success 

because fifty percent of Filipino women responded to investing in these cosmetics (p. 

220). This conclusion was determined by 110 participants who answered predetermined 

survey questions from September to November 2012. Furthermore, Mendoza (2014) 

stated that four out of five shoppers were primarily informed about these cosmetics from 

various promotions while “health professionals, scientific institutions, government health 

agencies, or voluntary organizations” influenced the remaining twenty percent (p. 223). 

As the leading source of persuasion for the targeted audience in the Philippines, the 

rhetoric surrounding skin-lightening creams only demonstrates its societal importance 

and worthiness as an academic subject.  
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As a thesis that focuses on this underrepresented group of people, an exploration 

of scholarship that specifically looked at Filipino consumer values, Southeast Asian 

female representation, customers’ desires, advertising theories, psychological constructs, 

social phenomenons, syntax, and persuasive devices was necessary in guiding skin-

lightening advertisements through a content and rhetorical analysis.   

Filipino Consumer Values 

When designing their own study on skin-lightening cosmetics, Chen et al. (2017) 

selected print advertisements from Taiwan and the Philippines. Through content analyses 

and in-depth interviewing sessions with buyers, Chen et al. (2017) found that targeted 

audiences have opposing viewpoints towards slogan values along with the overall 

prominence of brands and their products. For example, one participant said that visuals 

serve as the most persuasive element when attracting her attention while another replied 

that she did not perceive “a big difference” between a company’s designs (Chen et al., 

2017, p. 147-148). These contrasting opinions support the idea that rhetoric does not 

equally affect consumers, but relies on their personal backgrounds and receptive 

environments.  

Moreover, Chen et al. (2017) cited Schwartz’s theory of basic human values to 

showcase the distinctions between Taiwanese and Filipino culture. With influences from 

Japan and Confucianism, citizens of the East Asian country tend to align themselves with 

conservatism and self-transcendence. Filipino culture values changeability and openness 

within their communities due to the nation’s history of Spanish and American colonial 

rule (Chen et al., 2017, p. 130). Through this theoretical lens, skin-lightening 

commodities become reflective of Filipino principles because these products are intended 
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to alter people’s pigmentations and their socio-economic positions; a Taiwanese 

perspective would argue that buyers should dismiss this commercial language in favor of 

maintaining their natural appearances. 

Southeast Asian Female Representation and Customers’ Desires  

While Chen et al (2017) focused their studies on the contrast between Taiwanese 

and Filipino markets, Saraswati (2010) involved Indonesian versions of Cosmopolitan 

Magazine and offers valuable insight on the presence of certain models. Described as a 

“contextual grounding,” Saraswati (2010) acknowledged that this print medium failed to 

provide accurate portrayals of its intended consumers by infrequently depicting women 

with darker complexions (p. 366). Light-skinned Indonesians acted as the dominant 

representation before being replaced by foreign-born entertainers (Saraswati, 2010, pp. 

371-372). These conclusions are exemplified in the research of Reyes (2020) which 

examined television commericals with Miriam Quiambao and Kris Aquino. As a media 

personality, Quiambao is not classified as metiza but viewed as being taller and lighter-

skinned than the average Filipino woman. Aquino is described as an entertainment 

producer who is a family member of two former presidents of the Philippines. Aquino is 

recognized as being a Chinese mestiza with a fair pigmentation (Reyes, 2020, p. 665). 

Recognizing these media depictions becomes essential when analyzing the content and 

rhetoric of skin-whitening advertisements because the taglines are heavily influenced by 

the accompanying visuals.  

Castillan (2020) acknowledged these same ideas by stating how tanned women 

are rarely portrayed due to the “toxic colonial standard of beauty” that intentionally 

appeals to audiences who are already feeling “insecure about their tanned and darker” 
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pigmentations on a daily basis (para. 4). As seen in Figure 7, their presences are 

negatively used as “before” images of models who have completed the process of skin 

alteration. Scholars have concluded that this absence of darker-skinned Filipino models 

has contributed to customers experiencing “mestiza envy” where paler complexions seem 

ideal based on their accompanying privileges and “workings of power’’ (Reyes, 2020, p. 

663). Advertisers may be perceived as being aware of this psychological construct when 

developing a commercial language that reflects these desires. Furthermore, the concept of 

“mestiza envy” can be interpreted as a way for Filipino citizens to avoid being associated 

with “Others,” who are described in Edward Said’s Orientalism as groups of people who 

are viewed as being “inferior, primitive, exotic, and uncivilized” by their Western 

counterparts (David, Okazaki, 2006, p. 5). Skin-lightening promotions support this 

perspective by encouraging buyers to use the cosmetics and prevent themselves from 

being treated as the “Others” with their natural complexions.  

 

 

Figure 3: GlutaMax Advertisement, 2019 
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 The research of Saraswati (2010) argues that customers have different motivations 

when consuming skin-lightening products. The author clarified that “the desire for 

‘whiteness’ is not the same for Caucasian whiteness” as desired through colonial 

mentality, but rather a “cosmopolitan” version that strives for “transnational mobility” 

(Saraswati, 2010, p. 365). This differentiation insinuates that readers should mold their 

appearances around being “white in a non-white culture” that does not apply in a global 

setting (Saraswati, 2010, p. 368). While this theory reinforces the alternative motivations 

that may impact the advertising language of fairness cosmetics, the results (people 

modifying their natural pigmentations to fit particular beauty standards) remains the 

same.  

While overseeing ethnographic studies on the linguistic qualities of “Taglish,” 

Reyes (2020) learned from a respondent about the “false” promises of socio-economic 

change that are usually expected by shoppers. Gemma informed the scholar about a 2012 

campaign from Belo Men with the tagline “a little whitening makes a big difference.” A 

male model is depicted as tossing his car keys to a parking attendant who would drive his 

middle-class automobile as seen in Figure 3 (Reyes, 2020, p. 654). Rappler reported that 

these advertisements generated the same uproar as Unilever’s promotions in 2020 with 

Facebook users describing the content as  “insensitive” and “insulting” (“Belo Ad,” 

2012). The research subjects of Reyes (2020) did not condemn the beauty procedure 

altogether, but judged the portrayal of “social-climbing fakes” who act as “colonial 

subjects that desire whiteness and mobility” in comparison to “real” Filipinos who are 

satisfied with their complexions and wealth (p. 654). This scholarship becomes crucial 

when considering that advertising language may reflect customers’ desires to experience 
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social mobility while balancing the perspectives of other people who do not look 

favorably on returning shoppers.  

 

Figure 4: Belo Advertisement, 2012 

 To highlight other motivations behind the purchasing of fairness creams, the 

author referenced a customer named Nina who claimed that the cosmetics “smooth out 

her skin tone” caused by “age spots.” Nina perceived her own consumption as allowing 

her to “remain real” instead of becoming “fake” since she is restoring her pigmentation to 

its original state. Her daughter openly disagreed with this justification by viewing these 

commodities as valuing paler appearances at the expense of devaluing its darker 

counterparts. Reyes (2020) further explains how tanned skin is “placed in the past” while 

lighter versions are situated in the future (p. 654). This perception does not rely on “the 

colonial subjects mimicking the colonizers” but rather that these complexions “points to 
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national modernity, youthfulness, and elite status.” The writer labeled this “cosmopolitan 

pretension” about clients “fulfilling who [they] have always been” rather than “becoming 

something [they] are not” (Reyes, 2020, p. 656). The research of Reyes (2020) becomes 

significant in understanding how customers will excuse their consumption of skin-

lightening products and will create taglines that supports their justifications. “ 

While the previous studies have assumed that women act as the primary clientele 

for fairness products, Lasco and Hardon (2020) examined this consumership among 

young male adults in the Philippines. The researchers cited the lack of media scholarship 

involving this population as their motivation while demonstrating that marketing tactics 

are not exclusively successful with one gender. Moreover, Lasco and Hardon (2020) 

analyzed the use of skin-lightening creams as a “crisis in established masculinity” due to 

the popularity of Southeast Asian media that includes non-heteronormative actors along 

with Korean entertainers who present themselves with an “androgynous” persona. As 

seen in Figure 6, Filipino media has reflected this change by featuring models who are 

“expressing tenderness and emotion within romantic relationships” (Lasco & Hardon, 

2020, p. 842).  

 

Figure 5: Filipino Male Representation in a Snow Caps Advertisement  
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Lasco and Hardon (2020) relied on quotes from individual and group interviews 

in addition to participant observations in Puerto Princesa and Quezon City. These 

metropolitan areas were selected based on their considerable number of tourist attractions 

and shopping centers, which provide widespread accessibility to these skin-whitening 

goods. Through a grounded approach, the researchers promoted an academic 

conversation with their respondents about their motive and success towards achieving 

masculine standards (Lasco & Hardon, 2020, p. 840). The young men’s answers revealed 

societal expectations, such as the need to appear bagay (or “suitable” in English) within 

familial and professional contexts, which would not be concluded through an obstructive 

research method such as content and rhetorical analyses (Lasco & Hardon, 2020, p. 847). 

While a targeted audience of young women may not be subjected to the same beauty 

standards as their male counterparts, advertising rhetoric may consider their own need to 

look bagay in their own social circles.  

Advertising Theories 

While a comprehensive understanding of Southeast Asian female representation 

and customers’ desires remains important in acknowledging the construction of 

advertisting rhetoric, the various details of their receptive environments should be 

recognized as well.  As one of the most recent scholarly investigations that solely examines 

beauty products for Filipino customers, Castillan (2020) critiqued advertisements from 

Belo Essentials through Josee Johnston and Judith Taylor’s theory of feminist 

consumerism: a company’s goods are promoted to “a female demographic that places 

emphasis on their sense of agency and empowerment” that will “contribute to [their] 

personal happiness and [their] perception of beauty” (para. 13). When creating their 
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advertising slogans, beauty companies may recognize the effectiveness of these marketing 

tactics and implement them into their content.  

McQuarrie and Phillips (2012) did not conduct their own academic investigation 

but defined cumulation as when a company’s information has “to be repeated over and over 

to make sure they are not forgotten” by the targeted consumers (p. 231). To justify its place 

in the Filipino beauty industry, promotions can be viewed as incorporating cumulation 

since the themes of valuing paler skin tones over darker ones are consistently reiterated 

through the repetition of certain keywords. Le Farle and Lee (2012) explained why any 

opposing ideas, such as user-based content that encourages people to embrace their natural 

complexions are not necessarily effective with reaching intended audiences. Congruity 

Theory, or  the tendency for “people [to be] drawn to things that are consistent…with their 

preexisting ideas and beliefs,” relates to the colonial mentality that has existed within 

Southeast Asian psychology for centuries. The glorification of whiter skin tones seems 

familiar to Filipino customers so advertisements will purposely incorporate word choice 

that mirrors the same social hierarchy. The economic profits that were originally 

documented by Chen et al. (2017) and Mendoza (2014) insinuates that this “dismissal” is 

not happening because clientele are not spending their money on alternatives.  

Psychological Constructs and Social Phenomenons  

 As previously mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the notion of colonial 

mentality has been attributed to the widespread consumption of skin-whitening cosmetics 

in the Philippines. Kristen et al. (2014) continued this discussion of psychological 

constructs that affect consumer behavior by defining skin tone tension as “a gap between 

a person's desired skin color and their self-perceived actual skin color” (p. 72). This 
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theory was derived from the consumer motivation model that concerns “a gap between 

the actual state and the ideal state” (Krishen, et al. 2014, p. 72). Their study involved 276 

undergraduate students who identified primarily as Asian or Caucasian from a university 

located in the United States (p. 75).  

With an average age of 24.28 years old, the sample population of Krishen et al. 

(2014) included 145 women, 129 men, and 2 respondents who did not disclose their 

genders. While using the same photograph of an Asian woman who is sitting on a beach, 

the researchers created two advertisements for a fictitious product known as Vitastart. 

The copy differed by word choice, where “lighter and fairer” described how the vitamin 

would alter a person’s complexion in the first advertisement while the second was 

accompanied by a slogan that read “darker and more tanned” (Krishen et al. 2014, p. 76). 

The Asian students preferred the promotion with the brighter pigmentation while their 

Caucasian counterparts favored the one with the darker skin tone (Krishen et al. 2014, p. 

79). Advertisers may be aware of the skin tone tension that exists among their customers 

when creating their slogans and conceputalize ideas that further glorify the achievement 

of the “ideal state.” This psychological constructs relates to the research of Reyes (2020) 

that cites how abstract concepts, such as “light” and “dark,” become qualisigns with 

sensuous qualities that seem “natural” and “real” in a material form (p. 659). The 

resulting emotions of reaching the “ideal state” through skin-lightening cosmetics may 

considered as these qualisigns.  

When examining papaya soaps from Belo Essentials, Castillan (2020) cited 

colorism, which is defined as “social stratification based on an individual’s skin color” 

that ultimately “privileges light-skinned people of color over their dark-skinned 
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counterparts,” to explain the presence of mixed-race models in the promotional content 

(Castillan, 2020, para. 13). Hardon (2021) reinforced this concept in Chemical Whiteness 

by referencing how colorism acts as a determining factor for everyday interactions while 

being supported by economic, legal, and religious sectors. This chapter reported 

ethnographies with Filipino citizens who stated that pale complexions are valued in 

service industries due to empowering the confidence of their workers along with 

attracting the attention of possible clients. Hardon (2021) ultimately determined that the 

“culture cycle” may be dismantled if communities become aware of this discrimiation 

and overcome these perspectives (pp. 147-148). Skin-whitening brands may be 

interpreted as supporting colorism and the resulting “culture cycle” through their 

advertising materials. 

The research of Castillan (2020) also relied on Michael Foucalt’s theory of 

biopower where institutions are believed to preserve their authority through the use of 

“diverse techniques” that cause “the subjugation of bodies'' (para. 14). The eloquence of 

skin-lightening advertisements can be interpreted as a “diverse” process because violent 

means are not utilized but societal control is maintained through a psychological 

construct. In the same nature as rhetorical analyses, the research method of Castillan 

(2020) depends on the author’s family structure, education, life experiences, and other 

personal details.  

Syntax 

While gaining an understanding of psychological constructs and social 

phenomenons demonstrates a significance with investigating the rhetoric of 

advertisements, scholarly research can offer invaluable insight about its syntax. The 
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research of Bai (2018) considered cosmetic advertisements from Western markets that 

are not designed the sole purposes of skin alteration. The scholar considered the 

significance of adjectives and verbs in the written deliveries; the former appeared the 

most frequently among content that described shampoo, for example, as “stunning” and 

“luminous.” Bai (2018) also explained that verbs may be omitted if the audiences do not 

misunderstand the intended messages and Chanel lipstick exemplifies this process by 

describing the cosmetics as “Sheer brilliance. A shiny kiss of crystal color.” Moreover, 

the author recognized that the same broadcasting language relies on noun phrases as 

modifiers like “quick-acting” (Bai, 2018, p. 843). These kinds of sentence structures are 

not confined to the Global North and may be reflected in the advertising language of 

Filipino products.  

With skin-lightening lotions from Pond’s, Garnier, and L’Oreal as seen in Figure 

6, Mendrofa (2020) focused on a targeted audience of Indonesian buyers. Mendrofa 

(2020) determined that the artifacts deliberately embodies a woman’s voice that speaks 

“to other persons of the same gender” to establish a sense of trust based on their shared 

life experiences (p. 120). Furthermore, the scholar noted how the promotions were 

written in an active voice which underscores the positive characteristics of the items 

while stressing its benefits within a daily routine (Mendrofa, 2020, p. 123). These 

observations might be reflected in Filipino advertisements with the same intentions in 

mind.   
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Figure 6: L’Oreal Advertisement with Mai Davika, 2017 

Muhammad and Nazli (2018), in their own academic study, assessed the same 

media format as Saraswati (2010) by choosing women’s magazines. The scholars 

referenced Burke and Edell (1989) to describe how advertisers would intentionally use 

“feeling words” from the English language to influence the subconscious minds of their 

Malaysian readers into experiencing “guilty, sad, or happy” emotions that they would 

ultimately associate with the brand (Muhammad & Nazli, 2018, p. 59). The researchers 

additionally discussed the idea of a “glittery generality” where information about specific 

products is depicted as facts but cannot be quantitatively measured or tested for accuracy. 

They referenced the concepts of goodness, peace, love, and honor as examples 

(Muhammad & Nazli, 2018, p. 65). These same methods may be considered when 

conducting a rhetorical analysis of Filipino advertisements for skin-whitening cosmetics.  

Through their media scholarship, Kalsom and Ali (2019) continued the discussion 

that surrounds skin-lightening materials but selected Pakistan as their country of interest. 

The writers later emphasized how companies will frame their rhetoric around speaking 

“individually and personally rather than collectively” to customers as direct addresses. 

Kalsom and Ali (2019) argued that this practice will cause shoppers to experience a 
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psychological process known as “synthetic personalization” where they see themselves in 

the models who are selling the cosmetics (p. 21). This same kind of sentence structure 

was observed in the research of Reyes (2020) who selected television commericals by 

Olay Total Effects (see Figure 4) as artifacts. Reyes (2020) outlined how these 

promotions are using “body talk” through first (“my”), second (“your”), and third person 

(“her”) pronouns (p. 665). The scholar also describes how intimacy is established when 

the viewers are addressed as “you” by the voiceover while the spokespeople (Quiambao 

and Aquino) smile and touch their faces, leaving “her skin” and “her secret” to be 

wondered (p. 666). After summarizing their beauty routines by speaking to “you,” the 

targeted audiences are reminded of their values towards lighter skin and their worries 

towards finding wrinkles. Quiambao and Aquino concluded their advertisements by 

talking about how they have chosen a solution that would solve the problems that are 

being experienced in their customers’ lives (Reyes, 2020, p. 667). An understanding of 

direct addresses and “body talk” becomes essential when conducting a rhetorical analysis 

that embodies the same syntax.  

 

 
Figure 7: Olay Total Effects Commercial with Kris Aquino, 2012  
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Persuasive Devices 

Although Doan (2017) does not coincide with the conclusions of the preceding 

studies, the research study offers valuable insight through Neo-Artistotelian criticism and 

the repetition of persuasive devices.  The scholar randomly selected 200 Vietnamese 

television clips of varying lengths ranging from fifteen seconds to two minutes (Doan, 

2017, p. 32). Doan (2017) noted that repetition was utilized in 99%  of the artifacts; this 

leading statistic was elaborated by clarifying how duplicated images appeared in eight out 

of 10 advertisements, followed by word reiteration at 77% and sentence restatements at 

17%. Hyperbole, defined as a rhetorical device that relies on “over-emphasizing'' or 

“over-exaggerating a characteristic of the product,” appeared in 73% of the materials. 

Doan (2017) deduced that 53% of involved images and 35% involved words while three 

out of 10 advertisements featured hyperbole in both forms (p. 33). These findings may 

align with the various kinds of repetition that may possibly exist in skin-lightening 

advertisements from the Philippines.  

When analyzing promotions from Western countries, Bai (2018) investigated the 

use of metaphors to underscore how these comparisons require previously-understood 

ideas to strengthen the image that surrounds a specific item. Max lipstick uses the same 

technique by labeling its features as “the perfect storm,” a metonymy (“the substitution of 

one thing for another.”) This eloquence implies that the beneficial characteristics are 

interchangeable. Bai (2018) ultimately hypothesized that personifications, such as “your 

skin will love to drink it,” are highlighting the creative and vivid abilities of the company. 

While patrons are fully aware that these commodities cannot literally accomplish these 

human-like tasks, the language helps convince them that their products are nearly capable 
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of them. Parallelisms like “I will never forget her kiss, her smile, her perfume” become 

effective by grouping the cosmetics together with other positive qualities of their clientele 

(Bai, 2018, p. 844). In the same nature as the previous studies, Bai (2018) outlined 

linguistic concepts that are inclusive and may be integrated into the marketing language 

of cosmetic lotions from the Philippines.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

While media scholarship has demonstrated that the consumption of skin-whitening 

materials may be approached through a wide range of theoretical groundworks, this 

research study involving digital promotions was driven by these questions:  

 RQ1: What are the relative frequencies of repeated keywords in Gluta-C’s 

advertising slogans and context within marketing the skin-lightening cosmetics? 

 RQ2: How do Gluta-C’s advertisements utilize the internal proofs of Neo-

Aristotelian tradition to persuade customers to buy its fairness products? 

 After considering the earlier study conducted by Doan (2017) which specifically 

analyzed the repetition of images and sentences of Vietnamese television clips, the 

answer to the first research question may be hypothesized by stating how certain 

keywords, such as “skin” and “white,” will appear the most frequently in Gluta-C’s 

advertisements; this reiteration mirrors the company’s desire to remind their customers 

about what its commodities can accomplish and where those results may be observed. 

Descriptive words such as “fresh” or “healthy” will reference their skin tones after 

applying the cosmetics, but will be repeated less frequently in favor of adopting diverse 

word choices that showcase the creativity of Gluta-C’s brand.  

 With earlier studies such as Muhammad and Nazli (2018) emphasizing the 

concept of “feeling words” and Bai (2018) highlighting the use of adjectives within 

commercial language, the second research question may be answered with an educated 

guess that assumes Gluta-C’s advertisements will rely primarily on pathos. While ethos 

and logos become valuable in persuading an audience who cares about the company’s 
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reputation and their own rationale, emotional appeals prove to be the most powerful 

method of persuasion by appearing in a majority of the artifacts.  
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODS  

This academic investigation was conducted by choosing advertisements for 

fairness cosmetics that were originally posted by Gluta-C (@glutacph) on Instagram (see 

Figure 8). Gluta-C was chosen as the exclusive subject of this thesis due to their moderate 

amount of influence with 21,700 followers as of March 2022. Their Instagram profile has 

remained active by updating at least twice per week, allowing for an accumulation of 

over a thousand advertisements as possible materials. Each one received 100 to 300 

“likes” and ten to twenty comments. This customer engagement indicates that Gluta-C is 

at least somewhat effective within their digital networking presence. 

Instagram 

Founded in 2010 and acquired by Meta (then Facebook) in 2012, Instagram 

allows people to “follow” other accounts so the users’ content appears on their main page 

or “feed.” Members may host a public profile where anybody can view their materials or 

a private version where they must grant permission before providing access to external 

viewers. Twitter, Facebook, and other applications are designed for the expression of 

text-based and multimedia communications; Instagram exclusively dictates the latter in 

the form of pictures or video files, ranging in complexity from screenshots to sixty-

second recordings. Digital marketing and visual sponsorships have flourished on 

Instagram due to this requirement of a visual element (Ziyadin et al., 2019, p. 2).  

Ziyadin et al. (2019) focused on the social significance of these cyberspaces for 

potential scholarship because “the way that information is disseminated” has developed 

into a “very easy process to share” in comparison to the traditional gatekeeping that has 
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accompanied previous media forms. Targeted audiences must be situated in the exact 

location of print advertisements to be observed by researchers. Social distancing and 

quarantine measures from the COVID-19 pandemic have lessened this influence. 

Businesses embrace these networking applications to “interact with potential and existing 

consumers” while “creating a deeper sense of intimacy” (Zoyadin et al, 2019, p. 2). 

Virtual promotions can be viewed by any person who owns a compatible device and 

working Internet connection. The accumulation of over a billion members from almost 

every country has been attributed to the lack of monetary cost when signing up for an 

account with Instagram (Zoyadin et al, 2019, p. 2). 

 
Figure 8: Screenshot of Gluta-C’s Instagram Page, March 2022  

Filipino Internet Usage 

The use of social media communities has been perceived by scholars as shared 

experiences because of their designs as universal formats rather than mediascapes that are 
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filtered through localization. Estella and Loeffelholz (2019) concluded that sixty-three 

percent of the Filipino population are logging onto computer channels at a higher rate 

than their Global North counterparts with up to ten hours per day, ranking themselves 

among the top fifteen of Internet users worldwide. We Are Social and Hootsuite have 

reported that the Philippines has maintained the top spot from 2015 to 2018 based on 

their time spent on these networking applications (Estella & Loeffelholz, 2019,  p. 9-11). 

Eight out of ten young adults (who all range from eighteen to twenty-four years old)  

constitute the demographic of highest usage. When interviewed about their use of the 

World Wide Web, forty percent of Filipino citizens responded that they are using social 

media while twenty-nine percent are shopping online. Twelve percent of this collective 

participation occurs on Instagram (Estella & Loeffelholz, 2019,  p. 9-11). While this 

statistic may appear insignificant, the numbers must be considered with competing 

websites, such as Twitter and Facebook, in mind.  

Gluta-C’s Instagram Account and Selected Artifacts 

As of March 2022, Gluta-C’s profile has not received a blue checkmark next to its 

name. According to Instagram’s help section, these badges are awarded when this 

website “has confirmed that an account is the authentic presence of the public figure, 

celebrity or brand it represents” (“Verified Badges,” n.d.). The legitimacy of Gluta-C’s 

membership has been verified after landing on their official website, which encourages 

visitors to “follow us @glutacph” and links to the same Instagram profile (“Gluta-C,” 

n.d.).  

Thirty-eight advertisements, ranging in four to twenty-three words between 

November 2013 and April 2016, were selected as artifacts through non-random sampling 
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(see Appendix). This methodology disregarded inaccessible materials (such as blurry 

photographs from mall tours) and unrelated posts (such as stock images of the Philippines 

and inspirational quotes). Newer posts feature the same products in redesigned package, 

but has moved the taglines from being a component of the visual representations to the 

captions, as seen in Figure 9, and were excluded for its lengthy content. Furthermore, this 

academic study will intentionally focus on English-language content by following the 

precedent of Saraswati (2010),  which disregarded materials written in the Indonesian 

language of Cosmopolitan Magazine. The author interpreted the use of English as a way 

to “flatter the audience’s superior status” because a fluent comprehension implies that the 

reader has an “educated and middle/upper-class position” (Saraswati, 2010, p. 25). The 

same considerations can be applied to the linguistic hierarchies of Filipino society due to 

its colonial histories involving the United States. While the researcher of this 

investigation has a semi-proficiency with Tagalog, translation errors are avoided with 

English-language artifacts because some words from the Austronesian language may 

carry connotations that cannot be perfectly captured in other forms.  
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Figure 9: Gluta-C Advertisement, March 2022 
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Content Analysis Procedure 

After picking the thirty-eight advertisements, this study was designed with a 

content analysis that is centered around the reiteration of particular keywords in the 

posts’ slogans. Doan (2017) outlined the significance of this by explaining that the use of 

repetition emphasizes “a particular characteristic” or “the nature of the [broadcasted] 

product” to impress buyers. If the brand does not employ these methods within their 

advertising techniques, culmination cannot occur and their targeted audiences will most 

likely forget the items altogether (Doan, 2017, p. 33). Due to the importance of repetition, 

any content that was only mentioned once throughout the thirty-eight artifacts (such as 

“dry”) will not be recorded. The specific keywords and phrases were determined based 

on their references in other content analyses. Hardon (2021) assessed materials that 

described ideal complexions as “young,” “smooth,” and “white,” while their undesirable 

counterparts were labeled as “dark” (p. 145). Bai (2018)’s scholarly study concluded that 

“fresh” and “healthy” are often used in skin cream promotions and referenced Geoffrey 

Leech’s English in Advertising to highlight the most commonly-used verbs such as 

“protect,” “help,” and “clean,” in the marketing world (p. 843). Other keywords were 

selected based on their aligning repetition and context to these precedents. The 

frequencies of repeated words were manually counted by the researcher and were 

calculated through a percentage out of the total number of advertisements. This data has 

been organized into separate tables based on these resulting statistics (see Table 1). 

Rhetorical Analysis Procedure 

 After completing this content analysis, the rhetoric of the same taglines was 

examined with the artistic proofs of Neo-Aristotelian tradition. With origins in Ancient 
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Greece, this investigative method has been expanded to cover other topics and offers 

plenty of guiding examples for future scholars (Doan, 2017, p. 30). In the political realm, 

Bayardo (1993) utilized ethos, pathos, and logos to critique speeches given by former 

president Bill Clinton. Carter (2001) ventured into the field of literary publications by 

researching the language of Mary Hunter Austin.  

Doan (2017) defined ethos as persuasion that is based on the speaker’s 

prominence and attempts to appear “prestigious” by positioning itself with “reputable 

sources that are reliable and of high quality.” Pathos is established as rhetoric through 

emotional and passionate appeals that are meant to evoke the same feelings in the 

targeted audience after receiving the messages. Logos uses “organizations of arguments” 

to present a “logical sequence” that convinces with the viewers’ sense of reason (Doan, 

2017, p. 31).  Each of the thirty-eight advertisements were classified in one of these three 

categories, even if their motivations could overlap into two or all three artistic proofs, for 

the sake of simplicity. These intended effects were then elaborated by considering 

implications, direct references, and other kinds of word choice. In the same way as 

Castillan (2020)’s work, this rhetorical analysis depends on the researcher’s personal 

details such as having a middle-class upbring in the American Northeast while attending 

college with a media-related major and having the opportunities to visit the Philippines 

on mulitiple occasions.  
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

With 38 promotional taglines that range from four to twenty three words, these 

artifacts from Gluta-C’s Instagram account offer data for a content analysis that focuses 

on repetition within similar and differing contexts. 

Content Analysis 

As the first keyword displayed in Table 1, “clean” occurs in 5% of the chosen 

materials. Advertisements 12 and 34 include this adjective to positively describe how a 

customer’s skin tone will eventually appear after using the cosmetic products (Gluta-C, 

2014e, 2015m). Contrastingly, “damaged” is mentioned in Advertisements 24 and 30 to 

portray the negative qualities of a buyer’s current appearance and emphasize the 

beneficial effects of these lotions through an identical degree of frequency (Gluta-C, 

2015c, 2015i). As verbs in third person singular and present participle forms, “delays” in 

Advertisement 9 and “delaying” in Advertisement 4 explain the convenient advantages of 

applying these creams at the same distribution rate of 5%. “Hair,” which would be 

typically interpreted as a neutral term, repeats in the same artifacts and is utilized to 

illustrate how women are sustaining its growth in undesirable areas (Gluta-C, 2014e, 

2013d). Advertisements 1 and 19 match this pattern of regularity with “harmful” as an 

adjective that negatively identifies the sun as the cause of the audiences’ skin problems 

(Gluta-C, 2013a, 2014o). “Help” emerges respectively in Advertisements 4 and 30 to 

depict the favorable nature of the cosmetic merchandise in a buyer’s everyday life (Gluta-

C, 2013d, 2015i).  
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Table 1 
 
Frequency and Percentage of Advertisements in Which Gluta-C’s Keywords Appear 
 
 
Keywords   Advertisements      Percent 
  
 
“Clean”    12, 34      5.2 
 
 
“Damage”      24, 30       5.2 

  
 
“Delay”    4, 9       5.2 
 
 
“Hair”     4, 9       5.2 
 
 
“Harmful”    1, 19       5.2 
 
 
“Help”     4, 30       5.2 
 
 
“Instant”    21, 25      5.2 
 
 
“Moisturize”      5, 33      5.2 
 
 
“Say”     7, 37      5.2 
 
 
“Smooth”    1, 5      5.2 
 
   
“Soft”     1, 5       5.2 

  
 

“Radiant”    16, 25       5.2 
 

 
“Young”    6, 16       5.2 
 
 
“Be”     3, 23, 36      7.8 
 
“Dark”      7, 11, 32      7.8 
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“Fresh”     21, 34, 38      7.8 
 
“Fair”     16, 25, 38      7.8 

 
“Healthy”    3, 23, 26     7.8 
 
 “Look”      6, 16, 21     7.8 

 
“Safe”     17, 18, 20      7.8 
 
“Reduce”    4, 26, 27      7.8 
 
 
“Day”     12, 26, 33, 38      10.5 
 
“Protect”      1, 13, 19, 22      10.5 
 
“Underarm”    9, 23, 27, 36     10.5 
 
 
“Get”     6, 11, 22, 32, 35     13.4  
 
 
“Your”     1, 3, 7, 9, 13, 14, 17, 19, 29, 33, 34, 36  31.5  
 
 
“Skin”     1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 23,  50.0  

   24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 33, 34  
 
“White”    2, 4, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 17, 21, 23, 24, 25  50.0 
    27, 28, 29, 31, 35, 37 
 
 
 

“Instant” and “Instantly,” as the seventh keywords from Table 1 that were 

observed in 5% of the overall content, reoccurs in Advertisements 21 and 35 to 

emphasize the convenient effects of owning these beauty products (Gluta-C, 2014q, 

2016a). In Advertisement 5, “moisturizing” positively recounts the ingredients that are 

contained in these skin-lightening creams (Gluta-C, 2014a). The past participle form, 

“moisturized,” explains what these creams are intended to accomplish for consumers 

throughout the day in Advertisements 33 (Gluta-C, 2015l). Both of these examples were 
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recorded at an identical rate of distribution as “instant” and “instantly.” “Say,” in the 

slogans of Advertisement 7 and 37, is used as a figurative command for audiences to 

follow after they have purchased Gluta-C’s items (2014c, 2016c). This verb materalizes 

at the same degree of frequency with  5% of the artifacts. “Smooth” emerges in 

Advertisement 1 to provide an ideal image of customers’ complexions after they have 

integrated these skincare materials into their everyday routines (Gluta-C, 2013a). As a 

superlative form of the previous adjective, “smoother” from Advertisement 5 insinuates 

that the appearances of readers are already exemplary but these cosmetic lotions will 

contribute to their continual success (Gluta-C, 2014a). These descriptive keywords align 

with the preceding pattern of regularity. Within the taglines of Advertisements 16 and 25, 

“radiant” is incorporated to express how young women will be optimistically perceived 

by their peers after applying these cosmetics (Gluta-C, 2014l, 2015d). This keyword 

occurs at the same ratio as the previously-mentioned examples. “Young” and “younger” 

fufill identical motivations in Advertisements 6 and 16 while constituting a matching 

percentage (Gluta-C, 2014b, 2014l).  

In its infinitive form, “be” repeats in 8% of the artifacts from Gluta-C’s Instagram 

page. Advertisement 3 favorably depicts how the business’s consumership will 

experience the wintertime holiday after investing in their cosmetic merchandise (Gluta-C, 

2013a). In Advertisements 23 and 26, this reiterated verb portrays how future buyers will 

positively feel “worry-free” and “confident” due to their consumption (Gluta-C, 2015b, 

2015e). Within the same distribution rate, “dark” is used as an adjective in 

Advertisements 7, 11, and 32 to negatively describe how customers are currently living 

with their skin issues (Gluta-C, 2014c, 2014g, 2015k). “Fresh” and its superlative form 
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follow this matching pattern of regularity. The former materalizes in Advertisements 34 

and 38 to suggest the ideal apperances of their shoppers after they have applied these 

beauty products (Gluta-C, 2015m, 2016d). “Fresher” implies that Gluta-C’s readers are 

already embodying a satisfying complexion in Advertisement 21, but their purchasing 

behavior will embrace those feelings to a higher degree (2014q). “Fair” and “fairer” 

repeat in the same number of artifacts as the preceding examples but within 

Advertisements 16, 25, and 38 to support the same intentions (Gluta-C, 2014l, 2015d, 

2015d).  

As seen in Table 1, “healthy” and “healthier” were also recorded as reiterated 

keywords in 8% of the thirty eight artifacts. Advertisements 12, 28, and 34 include these 

adjectives to characterize the ideal complexions that buyers will achieve after choosing 

Gluta-C’s merchandise (2014h, 2015g, 2015m). “Looking” accomplishes the same ideas 

as the previous words in Advertisements 6, 16, and 21 at the same distribution rate of 8% 

(Gluta-C, 2014b, 2014l, 2014q). “Safe” and its grammatical varations were also recorded 

within the equivalent number of ads. In the context of Advertisement 20, the descriptor 

reassures audiences about its daily use within a beauty routine (Gluta-C, 2014p). “Safely” 

accomplishes the same goal but refers specifically to the effects on a person’s underarm 

in Advertisement 17 (2014m). Advertisment 18 mentions “safety” to explain the results 

of dermatologist testing involving Gluta-C’s inventory (2014n). “Reduce” and “reducing” 

aligns itself with the preceding keywords by repeating in three of the Instagram posts. 

The former appears in Advertisement 26 to clarify how these cosmetic lotions will react 

against the skin problems of customers while Advertisement 27 integrates the same verb 

to highlight the convenient benefits of the items (Gluta-C, 2015e, 2015f). As the present 
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participle form in Advertisement 4, “reducing” emphasizes the active nature of the 

ingredients (Gluta-C, 2013d).  

When conducting a content analysis of keywords, the data in Table 1 reveals that 

this reiteration appears in 11% of the complete materials for “day.” Advertisements 12, 

33, and 38 repeat this noun to highlight the longevity of the creams  (Gluta-C, 2014h, 

2015l, 2016d). Advertisement 26 mentions “day” to provide the official name of a 

specific item within the makeup brand (Gluta-C, 2015e). “Protect” and its grammatical 

variation follow this frequency pattern; the infinitive form is used in Advertisements 13 

and 19 to explain how these products work efficiently with a customer’s complexion 

while naming the external causes of those imperfections (Gluta-C, 2014i, 2014o). 

Advertisement 1 incorporates “protecting” to portray how these skin-whitening creams 

have an active role in its abilities (Gluta-C, 2013a). In the context of Advertisement 22, 

“protection” illustrates a concrete image around the results of applying those cosmetic 

lotions (Gluta-C, 2015a). “Underarm” and “underarms” are referenced in four of the 

thirty eight promotions at the same pattern of regularity as the foregoing examples. 

Advertisement 9 alludes to the body part to explain where buyers would observe the 

beneficial effects of Gluta-C’s ingredients (2014e). Advertisement 36 encourages the 

targeted audience to feel positively after applying these commodities to the same places 

(Gluta-C, 2016b). “Underarms” emerges in Advertisement 23 and 27 to offer the full title 

of a particular commodity within the skincare line (Gluta-C, 2015b).  

As a keyword that is repeated in six of the thirty eight artifacts, “get” was 

observed at a distribution rate of 13%. All of the Instagram posts utilize this verb in a 

third person present tense to indicate how consumers will receive benefits or solve their 
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imperfections when using Gluta-C’s merchandise. Advertisements 6, 22, and 35 

exemplify the former, but range in the desired achievements by mentioning noticeably 

fairer complexions to general protection (Gluta-C, 2014b, 2015a, 2016a). Advertisements 

11 and 32 explicitly discuss the skin problems, such as “spider veins and dark eye 

circles” that the cosmetic lotions will elimate from other people’s sight (Gluta-C, 2014g, 

2015k).  

“Your,” as a possessive pronoun that was observed in twelve of the posts, 

demonstrates a frequency rate of 32%. This direct address is included in Advertisements 

1, 13, 14, 19, 33, and 34 to refer to the targeted audiences’ complexion (Gluta-C, 2013a, 

2014i, 2014j, 2014o, 2015l, 2015m). These references appear impartial with the 

exception of Advertisement 14 due to the adjectives “dead” and “dry” as negative 

adjectives that describe the readers’ “skin” (Gluta-C, 2014j). Advertisements 9, 17, 29, 

and 36 use “your” to emphasize these beauty products will specifically alter the 

appearance of body parts such as their “underarms,” “knees,” and “elbow” (Gluta-C, 

2014e, 2014m, 2015h, 2016b). Advertisement 7 embodies the same disapproval as 

Advertisement 14 by claiming that the readers have “dark secrets” that can be solved by 

using the company’s products (Gluta-C, 2014c). In Advertisment 3, “your” provokes the 

image of the ideal holiday season if shoppers ulimiately invest in this skin-lightening 

merchandise (Gluta-C, 2013c).  

As seen in Table 1, “skin” was observed as a repeated keyword within 50% of 

Gluta-C’s 38 Instagram posts. Advertisements 23 and 27 include “skin” to raise 

awareness around the official name of a certain item (Gluta-C, 2015b, 2015f). 

Advertisements 14, 24, and 30 undesirably describe this body part as “damaged,” “dry,” 
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and “dead” in a way that can be fixed through the consumption of the brand’s cosmetic 

lotions (Gluta-C, 2014j, 2015c, 2015i). This same pattern is followed in Advertisment 11 

by referring to the audiences’ “skin tone” as being “uneven” (Gluta-C, 2014g). This 

keyword is reiterated in Advertisement 17 to highlight that all types of customers can 

benefit from using Gluta-C’s skincare line (2014m). The slogans of Advertisements 1, 2, 

13, 19, 33, and 34 cite “skin” as the area of interest where these products will reveal their 

advantageous effects (Gluta-C, 2013a, 2013b, 2014i, 2014o, 2015l, 2015m). 

Advertisements 5, 6, 12, 16, 25, 28, 33, and 34 illustrate the ideal image of a shoppers’ 

experience after applying these creams to the same area (Gluta-C, 2014a, 2014b, 2014h, 

2014l, 2015d, 2015g, 2015l, 2015m).  

The term “white” and its grammatical variations also appear in half of the 38 

Gluta-C’s advertisements. “White” is mentioned twice in Advertisements 3 and 25 to 

describe the fairer complexions of customers who invest in these beauty creams (Gluta-C, 

2013c, 2015d).  Advertisements 6, 21, and 28 mention “whiter” as the superlative degree 

of the adjective with similar intentions (Gluta-C, 2014b, 2014q, 2015g). In the contexts 

of Advertisements 7, 8, 27, and 37, “Whitening” provides the official name of Gluta-C’s 

item (2014c, 2014d, 2015f, 2016c). The same word reoccurs in Advertisement 31 to 

emphasize the active potential of these cosmetics (Gluta-C, 2015j). Six instances of this 

repetition use “whitens” to express the same actions in a third person present form.  

Rhetorical Analysis 

 While the frequency of certain keywords is essential in understanding the 

advertising slogans of Gluta-C’s social media posts, applying ethos, pathos, and logos 
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through a Neo-Aristotelian rhetorical analysis allows for the emergence of other valuable 

data.  

Ethos 

 As seen in Table 2, ethos appears as the least frequently used among the means of 

persuasion, utilized in seven out of the thirty eight artifacts. Gluta-C needs to establish 

credibility through this type of eloquence or young women may disregard this brand as an 

interchangeable option; the slogans must prove why this skin care line is worth a person’s 

time and money. Without this rhetorical method, the commercial language would 

prioritize appealing to people’s emotions and logical reasoning while failing to convince 

a targeted audience who cares about the business’s reputation within the beauty industry 

of the Philippines.  

Table 2 
 
Ethos Persuasive Appeals Identified in Gluta-C’s Advertisements 
 
 
Motivations       Advertisements  
 
Outlining ingredients to establish honesty    5, 31  

 
 
Reassuring safety of cosmetic products    17, 18, 20   
 
 
Emphasizing outstanding abilities    8, 33  
 
  

 In the slogans of Advertisement 5 and 31, Gluta-C exemplifies ethos by 

mentioning the ingredients, such as “Glutathione, Vitamin C, and Papaya Enzymes,” in 

its items to seem honest to potential shoppers (2014a, 2015j). This explicit nature of this 

information hints that the corporation has nothing to hide from its clientele while playing 

into the assumption that natural components are viewed as being healthier than their 
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manufactured counterparts. Furthermore, Advertisements 17 and 20 rely on this artistic 

proof by counteracting an implied danger that may be a concern for future buyers (Gluta-

C, 2014m, 2014q). As displayed in Figure 10, Advertisement 18 accomplishes the same 

motivations as the preceding aritfacts (Gluta-C, 2014n). These taglines maintain 

credibility by demonstrating that this Filipino company cares enough about the safety of 

its merchandise to allow for scientific investigations that would reassure its customers 

about the low chances of dangerous side effects, such as nausea and tremors, that were 

previously concluded by Agrawala (2015)’s research (p 173). If young women are 

searching for cosmetic products to include in their daily routines, they would mostly 

strive to receive the most “bang for their buck” by investing in the safest option. 

Simultaneously, Advertisements 17 and 20 do not distincely reference the groups of 

peole who tested Gluta-C’s items; viewers may conclude that dermatologists conducted 

the examinations and ultimately labeled the skin-whitening creams as being “safe to use 

regularly” (2014m, 2014p). Advertisement 18 mentions that these lotions were 

scientifically observed through the adjective “derma-tested” but omits the specific names 

of those medical professionals as well (Gluta-C, 2014n).  
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Figure 10: Gluta-C Advertisement 18, November 2014  
 

 To strength its reputation among potential buyers, Gluta-C’s promotions highlight 

the remarkable qualities of its merchandise while suggesting that these products outshine 

any competitiors in the beauty industry. The tagline of Advertisement 8 indiciates that 

other kinds of creams will not survive through the changing weather conditions of this 

Southeast Asian archipelago’s climate in the same way as its own goods (Gluta-C, 

2014d). As seen in Figure 11 by mentioning “day til night,” similar motivations apply to 

Advertisement 33 by implying that other businesses cannot provide options that would 

revitalize a customer’s skin tone for the same amount of time as Gluta-C’s materials 

(2015l). If Filipino citizens are spending their limited disposable income on cosmetics, 

they would want to receive the most value for their Philippine pesos by purchasing a 

choice that can withstand the humid environment.  
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Figure 11: Gluta-C Advertisement 33, November 2015 

 

Pathos 

While ethos becomes crucial in convincing readers who are concerned with the 

company’s status, emotional appeals demonstrate their own significance by reoccurring 

the most frequently, within twenty examples of the thirty eight artifacts (see Table 3). 

This prominence aligns with earlier studies, such as Lasco and Hardon (2020), which 

have indicated that the colonial mentality experienced by Filipinos has motivated them to 

alter their natural complexions through skin-lightening cosmetics (p. 839). If this means 

of persuasion was not used in Gluta-C’s social media posts, the business would fail to 

influence shoppers who are more affected by their own feelings rather than their 

perception of the brand or logical reasoning.  
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Table 3 
 
Pathos Persuasive Appeals Identified in Gluta-C’s Advertisements 
 
 
Motivations     Advertisements 
 
 
Wintertime associations     3 
 
 
Highlighting undesirable looks    7, 11, 14, 24, 30, 32  
 
 
Perfect lifestyles after buying    6, 12, 16, 21, 23, 25, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 
 

 

As displayed in Figure 12, the slogan of Advertisement 3 relies on “merry and 

white” as descriptive words that evoke the previous associations that young women 

would have towards the wintertime season and eventually their use of Gluta-C’s lotions 

(2013c). Moreover, these adjectives imply that young women would want to match with 

this particular aesthetic rather than stand out with their darker complexions. This example 

becomes especially notable when considering that the Philippines does not experience the 

December holidays with cold temperatures and snow due to having an annual tropical 

climate. This cultural understanding is most likely derived from the media dominance of 

the United States, Japan, and other countries that encounter snow during the last months 

of the year. 
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Figure 12: Gluta-C Advertisement 3, December 2013  
 

 
 Furthermore, Gluta-C employs pathos by emphasizing the unsatisfying 

appearances of customers before their future use of the cosmetic lotions through words 

with negative connotations. Advertisement 7, as seen in Figure 13, alludes to “dark 

secrets” in a purposefully vague way that could refer to a multitude of imperfections that 

would seem relatable to a wider audience (Gluta-C, 2014c). Advertisement 14 displays 

the same intentions by not exlusively referring to a condition that would cause a person to 

have “dead and dry skin” (Gluta-C, 2014j). In the slogans of Advertisements 24 and 30,  

“damaged” creates similar imagery by not referring to the origin of those flaws (Gluta-C, 

2015c, 2015i). In contrast, Advertisements 11 and 32 illustrate these weaknesses by 

specifically mentioning “uneven skin tones, blemishes, and dark spots” along with 

“spider veins” and “dark circles” to target viewers who are already experiencing these 

conditions (Gluta-C, 2015g, 2015k). Even if young women are not currently facing these 
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cosmetic issues, these direct references highlight their worries about possibly enduring 

them in the future.  

 

 
 

Figure 13: Gluta-C Advertisement 7, June 2014  
 

 Through the use of emotional appeals, Gluta-C’s social media posts use 

descriptions of the resulting lifestyles to convince readers to invest in its merchandise. 

Advertisements 6 and 16 acknowledge the anxieties that surround the aging process by 

discussing how these skin-lightening creams will make people look “younger,” which 

becomes effective in a misogynist society that devalues women based on their older years 

(Gluta-C, 2014b, 2014l). From the slogans of Advertisements 12, 28, and 34, the artifacts 

charactize the “healthy” effects of the skin-whitening ingredients for an audience who 

fears that their complexions will appear differently due to the humid climate of the 

Philippines (Gluta-C, 2014h, 2015g, 2015m). Advertisements 21, 25, and 38 postively 

express how their skin tones will look after use, which accompanies a sense of 

confidence that cannot be experienced when having an appearance that is considered 
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undesirable in this Southeast Asian archipelago (Gluta-C, 2015q, 2015d, 2016d). 

Advertisement 9 states a “visibly” noticeable change will be observed by others to 

highlight the overall success of Gluta-C’s merchandise (2014e). Advertisement 35 

references “an instant glow” to positively emphasize the speedy nature of the cosmetic 

ingredients (Gluta-C, 2016a). The slogans of Advertisements 36 and 37 describe the 

happy emotions that customers will feel after using these lotions. At the same time, these 

artifacts imply that readers are not already feeling “confident” and cannot “say yes” to 

wearing “sleeveless clothes” due to their existing insecurities (Gluta-C, 2016b, 2016c). 

“Worry-free” appears in Advertisement 23 to insinuate that customers are already fretting 

about these imperfections in social settings. The brand offers the possibility of a perfect 

summer by offering its merchandise for consumption (Gluta-C, 2015b). 

Logos 

 While the use of pathos is widespread and apparently effective within Gluta-C’s 

social media posts, logical means of persuasion occurs as the second-most frequent 

method with eleven out of thirty eight artfiacts (see Table 3). Logos reaches buyers who 

are less concerned about the reputation that surrounds a particular business while 

disregarding emotional appeals that would otherwise influence their shopping tendencies.   
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Table 4 
 
Logos Persuasive Appeals Identified in Gluta-C’s Advertisements 
 
 
Motivations     Advertisements 
 
 
    
Presents a solution to a problem    1, 13, 19, 22, 26 
 
Offers convinence to customers     2, 10, 15 
 
Discusses other benefits    4, 9, 27  
 

Advertisement 1, and Advertisement 19 (see Figure 14), recognize the tropical 

climate of the Philippines and the physical imperfections that are encountered by young 

women who are dealing with those weather conditions (Gluta-C, 2013a, 2014o). The 

artifacts embody logos by appealing to their fears and presenting a worthwhile solution 

before the problems can completely take effect. Advertisement 13 differs from the 

preceding examples by simply referencing “environmental stress” instead of  “harmful 

UVA/UVB rays” (Gluta-C, 2014i). This vague word choice impacts a larger 

consumership who may not be laboring underneath the sun, but are still encountering air 

pollution and other urban issues in their daily lives. Advertisement 26 uses a logical 

means of persuasion by specifically outlining the flaws that buyers may be experiencing, 

such as “fine lines and wrinkes” to name its cosmetic items as the answer (Gluta-C, 

2015e). These additional protections motivate people who are interested in saving their 

Philippine pesos by spending on a singular product instead of two: sunscreen and a skin-

lightening item.  
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Figure 14: Advertisement 19, September 2014   
 

This beauty company also exemplifies logos in its social media posts by 

highlighting the convenient nature of its wares. Advertisement 2 lists ingredients to 

appear credible, but appeals to people’s sense of logic by implying that these elements 

“revitalize and whiten[s] skin at night” without any additional effort on their part (Gluta-

C, 2013b). The same intentions apply to Advertisements 10 and 15 (see Figure 15) to 

convey that these skin-whitening creams can provide results while customers are resting. 

If targeted audiences are already experiencing busy lifestyles and cannot spare extra time 

on beauty products that would require consistent reapplying, they will gravitate towards 

an alternative that actively works while they “sleep” (Gluta-C, 2014f, 2014k). 

Advertisements 4, 9, and 27 demonstrate logos by outlining other advantages as well. 

With options that allow for “delaying hair regrowth,” buyers are influenced especially if 

they are seeking out cosmetics for other reasons aside from skin tone alteration (Gluta-C, 

2013d, 2014e, 2015f). In the same way as Advertisement 26, Gluta-C’s merchandise 
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appears ideal to customers by limiting their financial cost while offering the maximum 

amount of benefits that would be found with other options (Gluta-C, 2015e).  

 

 

Figure 15 : Gluta-C Advertisement 15, October 2014  
 

 With all of the data that has been gathered through deconstructing these artifacts 

through content and rhetorical analyses, the next chapter aims to provide further 

information while explaining the resulting conclusions through the support of scholarly 

sources that were previous reviewed. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

Content Analysis  

Documenting the repetition for specific keywords and acknowledging the 

contexts of ethos, pathos, and logos from Neo-Aristotelian tradition becomes significant 

when analyzing the motives of Gluta-C’s rhetorical language in this thesis. Applying 

these findings to established theories offers worthwhile insight that was not previously 

explored in media scholarship.  

Adjectives 

When conducting this content analysis of Gluta-C’s Instagram posts, the finding 

reveals that the repeated keywords involved more adjectives than verbs. This reiteration 

may be explained by the fact that the ad writers are aware that shoppers already know 

what the merchandise intends to accomplish within their beauty routines, but they need to 

gain an awareness about how this particular company differs from competitors; modifers 

provide this distinction by conceptualizing ideas such as being “safe” (Advertisment 20) 

and “instant” (Advertisement 25) (Gluta-C, 2014p, 2015d). The use of these words to the 

superlative degree, as seen with “fresher and whiter” (Advertisement 21), creates specific 

imagery for those same audiences (Gluta-C, 2014q). Including mulitple adjectives in 

succession, like “clean, healthy, and fresh,” (Advertisment 34) becomes effective with 

strengthening these perceptions rather than merely relying on one or two descriptors 

(Gluta-C, 2015m). 
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Verbs 

The verbs were observed in eight of the twenty six categories with “delay,” 

“help,” “say,” “be,” “look,” “reduce,” “protect,” and “get” most repeated (see Table 1).  

Concurrently, Gluta-C’s choices in verbs are very “easy to understand and remember.” If 

these words felt too unfamiliar, the social media posts would “fail to reach the desired 

effect” among its potential range of shoppers (Bai, 2018, p. 843). This content analysis 

also uncovered that verbs were not generally excluded as identified in scholarly sources 

as a common method of advertising language. The artifacts that embodied this omission, 

like Advertisements 25 and 28, placed an emphasis on the results rather than the actions 

of the product (2015d, 2015g).  

Most Frequent Repetition  

 None of the words repeated more frequently than four times with the exceptions 

of “get,” “your,” “skin,” and “white.” The former rate of distribution at 13% becomes 

understandable when considering that Gluta-C’s products offer cosmetic results, so the 

taglines would reflect that information in a third person present tense. The duplicated 

uses of “your” can be interpreted as a way for the beauty company to establish intimacy 

with its readers by speaking to them “personally rather than collectively”  (Kalsom & Ali, 

2019, p. 21). “Skin,” as one of the most repeated keywords in these artifacts, indicates 

where the customers will notice the effects after applying the lotions. The latter 

establishes the highest number of reiterations to specifically describe the aesthetic 

changes that would be observed by shoppers. With the exception of “white” appearing 

twice in Advertisements 21 and 24, keywords were only integrated once in each post 

(Gluta-C, 2014q, 2015c). Gluta-C’s rhetoric can be interpreted as successfully working 
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with cumulation because these details are “repeated over and over to make sure [it’s] not 

forgotten” by the readers (McQuarrie & Phillips, 2012, p. 230).  

Positive and Negative Connotations 

 This research study found that keywords tended to carry more positive 

connotations than negative ones. This word choice may deliberately speak to the brand’s 

motivations towards wanting their clientele to form optimistic association with its 

merchandise. A majority of the slogans, including Advertisement 32’s “Get rid of spider 

veins and dark eye circles!,” lack a mentioned subject (Gluta-C, 2015k). This stylistic 

choice does not reflect Gluta-C’s poor grammatical skills and therefore harms its 

reputation. The social media posts rely on representatonal elemements, such as 

photographs of the items, for the viewers to assume that the taglines refer to the wares 

without directly naming them. The brief nature of these catchphrases can be explained as 

a reflection of their existence in a virtual enviorment where information is consumed 

rapidly and would be dismissed if the audience were presented with excessive content.  

Rhetorical Analysis 

 A rhetorical analysis of these digital posts revealed that all three of the artistic 

proofs were observed within the commercial language. The mulitiple uses of ethos, 

pathos, and logos implies that the brand wishes to appeal to a wider range of young 

women who may need to be convinced through mulitiple means of persuasion rather than 

one. These marketing strategies can be interpreted as exemplification of Michael 

Foucalt’s theory of biopower, which was originally cited by Castillan (2020), that argues 

words act as “diverse techniques” that result in the oppression of people through non-

violent means (para. 14). For example, Advertisement 9 informs readers to whiten their 
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“undearms and delay hair growth” through the implication that these results may be 

achieved through the purchasing of Gluta-C’s creams (2014e). This corporation does not 

threaten its readers into buying its items, but implies that this fairer complexion is ideal 

due to the expectations from colonial mentality.  

Ethos  

 Ethos was traditionally applied to speakers who were giving speeches to in-person 

audiences by assessing their voices, body language, and cadences. Digital technology 

allows for more viewers to experience these addresses remotely either in real time or later 

dates due to replay features. Due to the virtual environment of social media 

advertisements, this means of persuasion cannot be considered with its background 

context because the posts act as the first point of information rather than as a response to 

political or social issues. With a complete reliance on visual elements, the lack of audio 

also means that delivery cannot be used to determine whether the messages were spoken 

confidently or insecurely. In contrast, this artistic proof may be considered with Gluta-

C’s use of grammatically correct English which strengthens its reputation as a reliable 

and well-educated institution. Since this company has never been involved with any 

scandals like Unilever, its character may be viewed as more positive by Filipino citizens.  

 Simultaneously, an Internet search of its parent company reveals that Ardent 

World Inc was established in 2002 as a privately held corporation. Linkedin does not 

provide any particular details about the social media manager or team, so this academic 

study cannot judge the education of the person or people who is or are posting the 

advertisements on the Instagram account (“Ardent World Inc,” n.d.). The captions of the 

artifacts are not signed with the author’s initials or any identifying information either. 
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Unlike theses that incorporate Neo-Aristotelian criticism and review the personal 

background of their speakers, such as Voorhees (1990)’s analysis of the former vice 

president Spiro Agnew, this private knowledge extends to the “About Us” page on Gluta-

C’s website. This section only provides details about the ingredients and benefits of its 

cosmetic products without outlining its coroporate history (“About Us,’ n.d.). While 

some public figures have accessible documentation about their speech writing techniques, 

this business does not explain how its slogans are conceptualized either.  

Pathos  

Despite being the most frequently used means of persuasion in these social media 

posts, pathos could not be assessed in terms of the speaker’s emotions. As seen in the 

slogan “Derma-tested for safety and compatibility with all skin types!” (Advertisement 

18), these digital promotions may be perceived as expressing an “energetic” tone due to 

the use of exclamation marks (Gluta-C, 2014n). This punctuation gives the impression 

that Gluta-C is “excited” to deliver its information to future buyers. A few of the slogans, 

“Nourishes your skin with Vitamin C, E, and Shea Butter making it soft and smooth 

while protecting it from harmful UVA/UVB rays.” (Advertisement 1), end with periods 

(Gluta-C, 2013a). This stylistic choice creates a neutrally informational tone throughout 

the entire sentence. None of these taglines incorporate question marks, which would 

possibly make the targeted audience feel unsure about the presented details. A lack of 

punctuation (Advertisements 5 and 16) may seem “incomplete” to readers and causes 

them to search other parts of the materials for additional input (Gluta-C, 2014a, 2014l).  

 As an emotional appeal to potential shoppers, Gluta-C exemplifies Muhammad 

and Nazli (2018)’s idea of a “glittery generality” by expressing information that appears 
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factual but cannot be professionally tested for accuracy or subjected to quantitative 

research (p. 65). For example, Advertisement 21, which reads “Look instantly fresher and 

whiter with the Insta-White Whitening Cream!,” states a resulting appearance that relies 

on other people’s perceptions (Gluta-C, 2014q). A customer who applies these fairness 

creams may look “fresher and whiter” to one person but may not make that same 

impression on somebody else. Furthermore, these artifacts depend on “skin tone tension,” 

which was previously conceptualized by Krishen et al. (2014), to persuade based on the 

psychological gap that already exists “between a person’s desired skin color and their self 

perceived actual skin color” (p. 72). The former is determined by discriminatory 

standards through colorism that value fairer individuals over their tanner counterparts 

(Castillan, 2020, para 13). Reyes (2020) labeled the resulting jealousy as “mestiza envy” 

(p. 659). Buyers are meant to experience a “synthetic personalization” where they see 

themselves in the models who are selling the skin-lightening cosmetics because they want 

the accompanying privileges of the models’ social positions (Kalsom & Ali, 2019, p. 21). 

For example, Advertisement 6 reads “Get whiter and younger looking skin with Gluta-C 

Instant-White!” and implies through those superlative adjectives that readers are not 

already presenting themselves in a satisfying manner (Gluta-C, 2014b). The use of these 

creams will fufill their “mestiza envy” while reinforcing the pre-existing societal 

hierarchies that have been supported by colonial mentality.  

Muhammad and Nazli (2018)’s academic study also discussed how advertising 

language incorporates “feeling words” that influence the subconscious thoughts of people 

towards strong emotions that they would eventually associate with the brand (p. 59). 

Gluta-C uses a positive examples by mentioning the experience of being “worry-free” 
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and “confident” after applying these skin-lightening creams in Advertisemnts 23 and 36 

(Gluta-C, 2015b, 2016b). In contrast, Advertisement 14 references “dead and dry skin” of 

customers to negatively remember them of their undesirable appearances while 

conveying how they can achieve an ideal complexion throught the use of its beauty 

products (Gluta-C, 2014j). Another example involves the tagline of Advertisement 32 

where “spider veins and dark eye circles” are mentioned (Gluta-C, 2015k). These 

“feeling words” can be perceived as ultimately contributing to feminist consumership, 

which was previously cited to explain how these items are promoted to young women. 

Castillan (2020) explains that a sense of importance is placed on their ability to purchase 

these goods along with the resulting empowerment that would influence their “personal 

happiness” and “perception of beauty” (para. 13). Individuals are essentially choosing to 

be “confident” instead of having “dead and dry skin” when purchasing Gluta-C’s 

skincare line. The descriptive words of these social media posts also demonstrates a 

theoretical concept that was adduced by Reyes (2020) where concepts obtain sensuous 

characteristics that seem “real” and “natural” to people (p. 659). As an adjective that 

refers to the personal security that people feel towards themselves, these emotions cannot 

be measured in the same way as concrete materials like the ingredients “Glutathione, 

Vitamin C, and Papaya Enzymes” (Advertisement 31) (Gluta-C, 2015j). Through positive 

associations, Filipino society has attributed the sense of being “confident” as being “real” 

and “natural” among its citizens.  

Logos  

As a means of persuasion that appeals to a person’s sense of reasoning, logos was 

primarily observed in this virtual content due to the taglines explicitly mentioning the 
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benefits of consuming the products without the use of figurative language. While Doan 

(2017) noted that hyperbole existed in 73% of the study’s chosen television clips, this  

“over-exaggerating [of] a characteristic” of items does not occur in Gluta-C’s materials 

(p. 33). For example, Advertisement 26 merely states that the cosmetics will reduce the 

“fine lines and wrinkles” of its customers (Gluta-C, 2015e). The lack of hyperboles may 

reflect that the beauty company does not want their messages to be recognized as “over-

emphasizing” and ultimately dismissed as being lies by its shoppers (Doan, 2017, p. 33). 

When considering that Bai (2018)’s work analyzed the prevalence of metonymies in 

Western promotions, this rheotorical device does not appear either in Gluta-C’s social 

media posts as a replacement of one idea for another (p. 844). This direct approach may 

speak to the company’s understanding of their audience within these digital landscapes. 

Individuals may not have the spare time to translate metaphors into literal messages 

before moving onto the next point of information. Personifications does transpire in the 

slogan of Gluta-C’s advertisements (p. 844). Advertisement 10 expresses that the skin-

whitening cream “works while you sleep” (Gluta-C, 2014f). While the readers understand 

that the cosmetics do not “work” in the same way that people do with their professional 

careers, results are believed to have “worked” when producing satisfying results. This 

examples allows the brand to be creative and consistent with its straightforward approach 

while not losing any potential consumers.  

Limitations and Future Research 

 This academic study was conducted while acknowledging its various 

limitations. This content and rhetorical analysis was guided by Neo-Aristotelian criticism 

where other disciplines (such as feminist, post-modern, or Marxist tradition) would 
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suggest other kinds of data. The application of ethos, pathos, and logos was primarily 

dependent on the personal details of one researcher as well. A team of scholars, who are 

approaching the same artifacts, may produce different information based on their 

individual backgrounds. Furthermore, these methods concentrated on a single brand; 

more scholarship may be published by replicating these procedures with advertisements 

from other companies that are being marketed to consumer populations aside from young 

adult women. With these samples originating entirely from Instagram, Gluta-C’s social 

media presence on other networking websites cannot be assessed. Concurrently, an 

emphasis on digital media excludes its print counterparts from being considered. The 

chosen dates of these materials, ranging from November 2013 to April 2016, limits the 

amount of findings and could be expanded with examples that were posted outside of this 

range. Choosing more than thirty eight advertisements within this time span would offer 

additional data and conclusions within this field of study. A sole focus on English-

language posts does not allow for taglines with Tagalog to be examined in this content 

and rhetorical analysis either. As exclusively still images, these social media posts do not 

afford the opporuntiy to analyze messages in a multimedia format.  

Despite these limitations, this academic study has produced information that 

highlights the success of advertising methods while encouraging customers to consider 

the implications of their investments in these beauty products. While these items offer 

legimitate benefits besides the lightening of complexions, this merchandise appears less 

like a necessity when the commercial language generally reinforces colorism rather than 

shoppers’ genuine skincare needs. Hardon (2021)’s chapter in Chemical Whiteness 

outlined the existing “cultural cycle” within the Philippines that may be broken if citizens 
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become aware of the discriminatory practices of colorism and actively overcome these 

beliefs in their everyday lives (p. 147). Social media platforms, where Gluta-C originally 

posted this promotional content, may become a place to develop meaningful 

conversations while allowing for alternative voices to deliver messages in response to 

these cosmetic businesses. Even if Gluta-C and its competitors take advantage of the 

psychological power of colonial mentality, users can feel empowerment that does not rely 

on the consumption of goods but involves them embracing their natural complexions and 

encouraging others to feel the same way. A scholarly analysis of  such content would 

create a worthwhile contrast to the findings and analyses of by this academic study. The 

journey towards self love may prove especially difficult when considering that other 

countries, such as the United States and United Kingdom, hold opposite beauty standards 

that value tanned skin over its fairer counterparts.  
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APPENDIX  
 

Artifact Numbers and Taglines  
 

Advertisement 1: “Nourishes your skin with Vitamin C, E, and Shea Butter making it 

soft and smooth while protecting it from harmful UVA/UVB rays.” 

Advetisement 2: “Its potent, water-based formula composed of - Glutathione, root 

extracts, and Collagen - revitalizes and whitens skin at night.”  

Advertisement 3: “May your holidays be merry and white!” 

Advertisement 4: “It not only whitens but also helps in delaying hair regrowth, reducing 

the frequency of shaving or plucking.” 

Advertisement 5: “Contains Green Tea extract and moisturizing agents for softer, 

smoother skin” 

Advertisement 6: “Get whiter and younger looking skin with Gluta-C Insta-White” 

Advertisement 7: “Say goodbye to your dark secrets with the Gluta-C Whitening 

Deodorant!” 

Advertisement 8: "Apply The Gluta-C Original Whitening Lotion rain or shine!" 

Advertisement 9: “Whitens your underarms and delays hair growth!” 

Advertisement 10: “Works while you sleep!” 

Advertisement 11: “Get rid of uneven skin tone, blemishes, and dark spots!” 

Advertisement 12: “Achieve clean, healthy and beautiful skin all day long!” 
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Advertisement 13: “Protect your skin from environmental stress!” 

Advertisement 14: “Remove your dead and dry skin!” 

Advertisement 15: “Effectively whitens while you sleep” 

Advertisement 16: “For radiant, fairer, and younger looking skin” 

Advertisement 17: “Safely whitens your underarms!”  

Advertisement 18: “Dema-tested for safety and compatibility with all skin types!” 

Advertisement 19: “Protect your skin 25x times more from harmful UVA/UVB rays!” 

Advertisement 20: “Safe to use regularly!” 

Advertisement 21: “Look instantly fresher and whiter with the Insta-White Whitening 

Cream!” 

Advertisement 22: “Get 24 hour protection against odor and sweat!”  

Advertisement 23: “Be worry-free this summer with Gluta-C Underarm & Bikini Skin 

Whitening Gel”  

Advertisement 24: “Restore damaged skin with Gluta-C Insta White Whitening Cream” 

Advertisement 25: “For a fairer and more radiant white skin” 

Advertisement 26: “Reduce fine lines and wrinkles with Gluta-C Facial Day Cream with 

SPF 25” 
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Advertisement 27: “Reduce the frequency of shaving and plucking with Gluta-C 

Underarm & Bikini Skin Whitening Gel!” 

Advertisement 28: “For healthier and whiter skin!” 

Advertisement 29: “Visibly whitens your knees and elbow” 

Advertisement 30: “Helps renew damaged skin!” 

Advertisement 31: “3x the whitening power of Glutathione, Vitamin C, and Papaya 

Enzymes” 

Advertisement 32: “Get rid of spider veins and dark eye circles!” 

Advertisement 33: “Keep your skin moisturized day til night!” 

Advertisement 34: “Leave your skin clean, healthy and fresh!”  

Advertisement 35: “Get an instant glow with Gluta-C Insta-White!” 

Advertisement 36: “Be confident with your underarms!” 

Advertisement 37: “Say yes to wearing sleeveless with Gluta-C Whitening Deodorant!” 

Advertisement 38: “Stay fresh and fair all day with Gluta-C Face & Body Soap with 

Papaya Exfoliants!” 

 

 


